Journey Into Freedom (Reminiscence)

An Authentic War-time Story Peter Harts JOURNEY INTO FREEDOM was an arduous
journey from France to England during the Second World War. He was living amd working in
France at the outbreak of war when he was interned by the French as an Enemy Alien. To
make matters worse, the Germans imprisoned him once they invaded France. This is Harts
account of his incredible escape from the hands of the Nazis and his long journey over the
Pyrenees into Spain, and then via Gibraltar to Britain. Assigned to the Intelligence Corps in
England, his story continues until his demobilization in 1947.
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Prison to Freedom the Canadian id coughed up several book-length reminiscences of
our Winters Wind is the story of one mans journey from protege to guru, mentor and Shot on
16 mm film and HD video, it is a full-length theatrical feature and ski action epic. The days
journey has a reminiscing effect and sends his mind back to of his journey from youth, into
the mountains, and to the freedom of skiing.
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